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Abstract
A gambler moves between the vertices 1, . . . , n of a graph using the
probability distribution p1, . . . , pn. Multiple cops pursue the gambler
on the graph, only being able to move between adjacent vertices. We
investigate the expected capture time for the gambler against k cops
as a function of n and k for three versions of the game:
• known gambler: the cops know the gambler’s distribution
• unknown gambler: the cops do not know the gambler’s distribu-
tion
• known changing gambler: the gambler’s distribution can change
every turn, but the cops know all of the gambler’s distributions
from the beginning
We show for n > k that if the cops are allowed to choose their initial
positions before the game starts and before they know the gambler’s
distribution(s), and if both the gambler and the cops play optimally,
then the expected capture time is Θ(n/k) for the known gambler, the
unknown gambler, and the known changing gambler.
1 Introduction
Graph pursuit games have been investigated for decades [6, 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8,
3] because of their applications to anti-incursion programs. The adversary
in the game is called a gambler if they move among the vertices 1, . . . , n
following a probability distribution p1, . . . , pn. The gambler is called a known
1
or unknown gambler depending on whether the cops know their probability
distribution or not.
Gambler-pursuit games model anti-incursion programs navigating a linked
list of ports, trying to minimize interception time for enemy packets. Ko-
marov and Winkler proved that the expected capture time on any connected
n-vertex graph is exactly n for a known gambler against a single cop, assum-
ing that both players use optimal strategies [6]. For an unknown gambler,
Komarov and Winkler proved an upper bound of approximately 1.97n for a
single cop [6].
Komarov and Winkler conjectured that the general upper bound for the
unknown gambler against a single cop on a connected n-vertex graph can be
improved from about 1.97n to 3n/2, and that the star is the worst case for
this bound. We improved the upper bound for the unknown gambler against
a single cop to 1.95n in [3].
In Section 2, we prove a lemma about partitioning trees that we use
for the distributed pursuit algorithms in the fourth and fifth sections. In
Section 3, we show that if the cops can choose their initial positions before
the game starts but after they learn the gambler’s distribution, then the
expected capture time on a connected n-vertex graph is max(1, n/k) for the
known gambler versus k cops. In Section 4, we show an upper bound of
3.94n/k+1.16 on the expected capture time of the unknown gambler versus
k cops on a connected n-vertex graph with n > k.
In the last section, we consider a gambler that can change their probability
distribution every turn, which we call the changing gambler. When the cops
know all of their distributions at the beginning, they are called a known
changing gambler. We show for n > k that the expected capture time for the
known changing gambler against k cops on a connected graph with n vertices
is at most 6.33n/k+3.17, assuming that the cops choose their initial positions
before the game starts and before they know the gambler’s distributions.
2 Choosing sectors for each cop
In the distributed pursuit algorithms for the unknown gambler in Section 4
and the known changing gambler in Section 5, the cops split the n-vertex
connected graph into sectors. There are at most k sectors of size at most
2n/k + 1 and each cop goes to a sector. If there are fewer than k sectors,
then some cops will patrol the same sector.
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Next we explain how to choose the sectors for a given connected graph.
Suppose the connected graph G has n vertices. Let T be a spanning subtree
of G. The sectors are chosen by repeatedly applying the following lemma
with x = n/k + 1. The sector is T |S and the vertex v is the only vertex in
the sector that might be included in other sectors.
Lemma 1. If T = (V,E) is a tree with |V | = n and n > x, then there exists
a subset S ⊂ V and a vertex v ∈ S such that x < |S| ≤ 2x − 1, T |S is
connected, and T |(V−S)∪{v} is connected.
Proof. We prove this by induction on n. If x < n ≤ 2x− 1, then let S = V
and let v be any vertex in S. If n > 2x− 1, then suppose that the lemma is
true for all m such that m < n and pick any vertex u ∈ V .
Find the branch B of T starting from (and including) u with the most
vertices. If |B| > 2x − 1, then use the inductive hypothesis on B − {u} to
find S and v. If x < |B| ≤ 2x− 1, then let S = B and let v = u.
Otherwise if |B| ≤ x, then let C = B and continue to add all of the
vertices from each next largest branch to C until C has more than x vertices.
Since B was the largest branch starting from u, x < |C| ≤ 2x− 1 at the end
of the process. Thus let S = C and v = u. 
3 Known gambler
If the cops start from the same location and the gambler knows the cops’
location before choosing their distribution, then the maximum possible ex-
pected capture time for a connected n-vertex graph is n, regardless of the
number of cops.
Lemma 2. If k police that cannot choose their starting positions pursue a
known gambler on a connected n-vertex graph, then the maximum possible
expected capture time is n.
Proof. The upper bound follows from the upper bound for 1 cop in [6], while
the lower bound follows from considering the path Pn with the cops starting
at one end and the gambler being at the other end with probability 1. 
Now we consider the case when the cops can choose their initial positions
knowing the gambler’s distribution. The next lemma shows that the expected
capture time is at least max(1, n/k) assuming that the cops play optimally.
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Lemma 3. If the gambler uses the uniform distribution on a connected n-
vertex graph, then the expected capture time is max(1, n/k).
Proof. If there are k < n cops that start at different positions, then the
expected capture time is n/k if the gambler uses the uniform distribution. If
k ≥ n, then there is a cop at every vertex and the gambler is caught on the
first turn. 
Next we show that the expected capture time for the known gambler
is at most max(1, n/k), regardless of the distribution that the gambler uses,
assuming that the cops know their distribution before choosing their starting
locations.
Lemma 4. If the cops know the gambler’s distribution before the game and
stay at the k most probable vertices, then the expected capture time is at most
max(1, n/k).
Proof. If the cops stay at the k most probable vertices, then on any turn the
probability that the cops catch the gambler is at least min(1, k/n). Thus the
expected capture time is at most max(1, n/k). 
In the next section, we consider what happens when the cops do not know
the gambler’s distribution. In this case, we are still able to get an O(n/k)
bound on the expected capture time.
4 Unknown gambler
Assume that the k cops are allowed to start from any initial positions, but
they do not know the gambler’s distribution. We show that the expected
capture time for the unknown gambler on an n-vertex graph is at most
3.94n/k + 1.16. This pursuit algorithm for k cops is a distributed version of
the pursuit algorithm for 1 cop in [6].
Theorem 5. The expected capture time for the unknown gambler versus k
cops on a connected n-vertex graph is at most 3.94n/k + 1.16 for n > k.
Proof. Let G be the connected n-vertex graph. Use Lemma 1 to partition G
into at most k sectors that are connected subgraphs G1, . . . , Gk of size at most
2n/k + 1 and let T1, . . . , Tk be spanning subtrees of G1, . . . , Gk respectively.
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Suppose that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, cop i performs a depth first search of Ti,
but they stay at the leaves of Ti for an extra turn.
The cops flip coins to decide whether to perform their depth first searches
forward or backward. Thus the total number of turns in a single depth first
search (including the extra turns for the leaves) is at most 6n/k + 1. The
search is repeated until capture. Since the cops flip coins to decide whether to
search forward or backward, the expected number of turns in the successful
depth first search is at most 3n/k+1. Let one round of the pursuit algorithm
refer to the cops completing a single depth first search in parallel, with some
cops sitting during the end of the round to wait for the other cops to finish
their round.
As in [6], suppose that the gambler uses probability distribution p1, . . . , pn.
Then the probability of evasion for a single round is at most
∏n
i=1(1−pi)
2 <
e−2, so an average of 1/(1 − e−2) rounds will suffice for capture. Thus the
expected capture time is at most (1/(1− e−2)− 1)(6n/k + 1) + 3n/k + 1 ≈
3.94n/k + 1.16. 
5 Changing gamblers
The expected capture time for a changing gambler is Ω(n/k) by Lemma
3. We show below that the known changing gambler has O(n/k) expected
capture time.
Lemma 6. For n > k the expected capture time for the known changing
gambler against k cops on a connected graph with n vertices is at most
6.33n/k + 3.17, assuming that the cops choose their initial positions before
the game starts and before they know the gambler’s distributions.
Proof. Let G be the connected n-vertex graph. Using Lemma 1, partition G
into at most k sectors that are connected subgraphs G1, . . . , Gk of size at most
2n/k + 1 and let T1, . . . , Tk be spanning subtrees of G1, . . . , Gk respectively.
Before the game starts, each cop goes to an initial position in each sector.
Each round of the pursuit algorithms has 2 parts consisting of 2n/k + 1
turns each: in the first part, the cops walk to the vertices in their sector that
have the highest average probability for the turns in the second part of the
round and sit at the vertices once they get to them; in the second part, the
cops sit on the vertices with the highest average probability in their sector.
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If there are any sectors with a shared vertex that has the highest average
probability in multiple sectors, then one cop goes to that vertex and the
other cop(s) in the sectors go to the vertices with the next highest average
probability in their sectors.
In one round, the probability of evasion for the gambler is at most ((1−
p1)..(1−pk))
2n/k+1 for some p1, . . . , pk ∈ [0, 1] such that p1+ . . .+pk ≥
1
2n/k+1
.
Thus the probability of evasion is at most ((1− 1
2n+k
)k)2n/k+1 ≤ 1/e and the
expected capture time is at most (4n/k+2)/(1− 1/e) < 6.33n/k+3.17. 
The result below gives a better upper bound for stars and other graphs
of diameter at most 6.
Lemma 7. The known changing gambler has expected capture time at most
1 + dn/k on a connected n-vertex graph of diameter d against k cops for
n > k.
Proof. For each i ≥ 0, suppose that the k cops identify the k vertices
v1, . . . , vk that have the highest probabilities on turn d(i + 1) + 1. Dur-
ing turns di + 2 through di + d, the cops move to v1, . . . , vk. If they reach
v1, . . . , vk, they sit at v1, . . . , vk. On turn d(i+1)+1, the cops sit at v1, . . . , vk.
For each i ≥ 0, let the turns di + 2 through d(i + 1) + 1 be considered one
round.
The probability of capture for the gambler in a single round is at least
k/n, so the expected number of rounds is at most n/k. Thus the expected
capture time is at most 1 + dn/k. 
We end with a few open questions about the expected capture time for
different kinds of gamblers, assuming that the cops choose their initial posi-
tions before they know the gamblers’ distribution(s):
1. What is the maximum possible expected capture time for the known
gambler versus k cops on a connected n-vertex graph?
2. What is the maximum possible expected capture time for the unknown
gambler versus k cops on a connected n-vertex graph?
3. What is the maximum possible expected capture time for the known
changing gambler versus k cops on a connected n-vertex graph?
4. What is the maximum possible expected capture time for the unknown
changing gambler versus k cops on a connected n-vertex graph?
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